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Abstract

The notion of embodiment within a virtual environment and an intelligent agent could be intimately linked, in order to form a single Agent Chameleon. This paper presents an architecture for achieving this, while allowing agents freedom to chose an embodiment suitable to the task at hand.

1. Introduction

Over the last number of years, extensive research has been carried out into the area of autonomous agents. The term agent can be somewhat nebulous and invoke different meanings depending on the discipline in question. We use the term in a manner synonymous with the Distributed Artificial Intelligence (DAI) community, that is, agents are characterised by the attributes of autonomy, social ability, reactivity and pro-activity [12]. Furthermore, a stronger notion of agenthood also assigns mentalistic attitudes, that is, knowledge, belief, intention and obligation.

In parallel, significant developments in Collaborative Virtual Environments have occurred of late. A number of different systems have sought to incorporate agents within virtual environments. Notably, these include the MAVE system developed by Cobel, Harbison & Cook [3, 4], and the VITAL system developed by Anastassakis et al. [1]. Some important research has also been carried out by Torres et al. [11], and by Huang et al. [7] in integrating BDI based agents within virtual worlds.

Further to this, much research has also been conducted which examines embodiment. Embodiment refers to provision of an appropriate representation for an agent or a user within a virtual environment, for the benefit of other agents and users, as well as for the agent itself [2].

This research aims to achieve a fusion of the notion of the embodiment with that of the agent itself, so that the two become inextricably linked. Then the embodiment is not shallow, as its behaviour is governed by an intelligent process. At the same time the embodiment is free of constraints, and capable of adapting to suit the task at hand. This fusion of the embodied form with the deductive apparatus that governs the behaviour of that form, we term as the agent chameleon.

In this paper we propose an Agent Chameleons Architecture for Virtual Environments, a system that empowers agents, facilitating full exploitation of the advantages of virtual environments. The Agent Chameleons project aims to create agents capable of migration between various different platforms, moving seamlessly between between real and virtual environments, mutating their embodied form in order to accomplish their goals effectively.

Section 2 situates this research within the context of the Agent Chameleons project while Section 3 explores some of the motivations for mutation of agent embodiment. Section 4 outlines the architecture of the system that can achieve this and Section 5 expands on this, describing the structure of the agent embodiment within this architecture. Section 6 examines agent deliberation within this system, Section 7 looks at some of the implications of this system, and finally Section 8 looks at an example of an application that utilises the agents freedom of embodiment.

2. Agent chameleons

The Agent Chameleons project [6, 8, 10] endeavours to create the next generation of virtual agents, autonomic entities that can seamlessly migrate, mutate and evolve between and within virtual information spaces. The Agent Chameleon can be seen as a digital spirit, capable of occupying and controlling a physical entity such as robot, or an embodied container, like an avatar. This is illustrated in figure 1. The Agent Chameleons may have several applications, for instance as a virtual assistant, following the user between various different spaces and capable of using the advantages of each.

Three key concepts of migration, mutation and evolution...
underpin these agents, allowing them to react to environmental change either by migrating across a network, in order to access a different platform, or mutating or evolving their form in order to improve their capability set. Agent Chameleons are considered as an autonomous, mobile and social entity in the classic multi-agent systems sense. The agent has at any given instance a persona and associated with a given persona are a given set of capabilities. The migration and mutation of agents could thus be invoked in two manners. Firstly by the agent itself, reactive mutation/migration, or secondly by the enveloping environment based upon agent activity, proactive mutation/migration.

The key to this system is the method whereby the agents can migrate between the various information spaces. Agents should be capable of migrating on to a wide variety of devices in order to utilise the features of each. For instance an agent could migrate to a real world robot in order to achieve a physical manifestation and influence physical reality, to a PDA in order to travel with the user, or to a virtual environment in order to improve its abilities for interacting with the user. Ideally the agent would be able to migrate to any given machine, with any given operating system, without any previous support on that machine. However, presently, this is highly improbable, as the agents require somewhere to live on any given machine.

We aim to create an Agent Chameleons environment that achieves these requirements. This paper looks at applying this architecture to virtual environments and the possibilities that this presents to the Agent Chameleons.

3. Mutation

Key to maintaining the presence of the agent chameleon within the virtual world is the agents’ embodiment, or the nature of the avatar representing the agent. Virtual agents have traditionally been confined to a single form of avatar, a single embodiment. This research proposes a different approach, our vision is of a system whereby an agent can mutate its form between various different embodiments in order to suit the task at hand.

This provides the agent with a number of advantages. Without the constraints on the embodiment, the agent chameleon is now capable of selecting the embodiment most suitable to its needs. For example, in a space environment the agent could adopt the form of a rocket, allowing it greater freedom of movement. If it requires verbal interaction with the user, the agent could adopt the form of a face, limiting its movement but providing it with the ability to express certain facial expressions.

This freedom provides agents with enhanced flexibility, allowing for an expanded set of uses within the virtual world. Combined with the abilities of evolution and migration between various platforms and information spaces, this helps to realise the vision of Agent Chameleons.

4. Architecture

The selection of an agent’s embodiment within a virtual environment is a vital decision for the agent. Different embodiments serve different roles, providing the agent with different abilities in its interaction with the virtual world as well as with the user. Embodiments must serve two purposes, firstly providing the agent with the means to accomplish its task, and secondly preserving the agent’s sense of identity within the mind of the user. It is therefore essential that the agent is capable of deliberating upon its choice of embodiment. These requirements are addressed by the Agent Chameleons Architecture for Virtual Environments.

The architecture of this is shown in figure 2. The agents’ deliberative mechanism is based upon Agent Factory [5]. Agent Factory provides a cohesive framework for the development and deployment of agent-oriented applications. Specifically, it delivers extensive support for the creation of Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) agents. The Agent Factory Run-Time Environment delivers support for the deployment of agent-oriented application across a large number of platforms.

Reasoning within agent factory is based upon a series of beliefs. A belief is a statement of what the agent believes to be true at the current moment. It is important to realise that these beliefs need not necessarily be true, but the agent believes them to be true and reasons accordingly. A belief “the agent believes that the sky is blue” can be represented by:

BELIEF(sky(blue))

The behaviour of the agent is defined by commitment rules. They define under which circumstances the agent
adopts a particular commitment. Commitments represent pledges to assume a course of action as a result of the interpretation of the agent’s beliefs with its commitment rules. They represent the outcome of the agent’s decision-making process. An agent will commit to raising an umbrella, if it believes that it is raining and it believes that it has an umbrella, if it has the following commitment rule:

\[
\text{BELIEF} \left( \text{weather(rain)} \right) \land \text{BELIEF} \left( \text{have(umbrella)} \right) \Rightarrow \text{COMMIT} \left( \text{raise(umbrella)} \right)
\]

In order to connect these deductive mechanisms with the environment, Agent Factory allows for the creation of actuators and perceptors. Perceptors are responsible for the monitoring of the environment within which the agent is operating, and the generation of beliefs based upon it. Actuators are responsible for changing the environment in response to the agent’s commitments. In this case there are a number of perceptors, perceiving information about the virtual environment and the agent’s embodiment within it, as well other devices connected, such as the position a data-glove or a head-mounted-display. Actuators are included to influence the virtual world as well as other actions such as generating speech.

The virtual environment used by Agent Chameleons is based upon Java3D. The VR Agent Manager is responsible for the control of the embodiments within the virtual environment. This receives signals from the actuators and changes the embodiment appropriately. In additional it sends signals concerning the state of the embodiment and the environment to the perceptors.

5. Embodiments

An embodiment can be seen as a aggregation of embodiment elements, each of which corresponds to a definite piece of geometry in the avatar. A simple example of this is shown in figure 3, where the embodiment consists of three elements, the eyes, the nose, the moustache and mouth. The main advantage of such a system is that it allows independent animation of the various elements. In this example the eyes could blink or move independently of the motions of the mouth.

The geometry of each of the embodiment elements can be defined using a series of wavefront files. This files must have the same number of objects with the same number of vertices, but can define different positions. Each of these files represents a key frame in the animation of the element, and each is placed at a particular point along a time-line. The time-line is defined using frame numbers, which are interpolated at a rate of thirty frames per second. Based upon this the relationship of the animation can then be defined.

The animations of each element operate based upon a series of animation states. Each element consists of a number of states that define particular times at which the animations overlap. These represent points where the geometry is in a common position, synchronisation points at which
the animations can be stitched together. These are linked to other states by the animations that the element can undergo, forming a directed graph of possible animations. A simple example of this is illustrated in figure 4. In this case there are two animation states, eyes open and eyes closed, with two animation connecting them. The animations can be controlled by the traversal of this graph, executing the required animations as needed.

5.1. Embodiment description file

In order to allow ease of creation and manipulation of the embodiments by an agent designer, each of the elements of an embodiment, their animations and animation states, are defined within an embodiment description file. This is in effect a simple text file, with the embodiment defined using a subset of XML. An example of such a file is shown in figure 5.

A number of things should be noted about the structure of these files. Firstly the animations are defined as a series of steps, each between a number of frames. The frame numbers are a reference to the time-line of the embodiment element. In addition the visibility of elements can also be turned on and off as part of their animation. Secondly, as can be seen from the nose element of the example, if an element supports no animation, then animation states do not need to be defined for it. Thirdly, when animation states are defined, an initial state must also be included. This is the state that the avatar will be in when the agent first adopts it as an embodiment, and effectively represents a precondition for the invocation of a particular animation.

An animation ontology such as this allows the embodiment designer ease of control over the form and function of the various embodiments. These files are made available to the VR Agent Manager, which is subsequently capable of

Figure 4. A simple animation state graph

Figure 5. A Sample Embodiment Description File
selecting and controlling any of the embodiments supported by the environment.

6. Agent control

When an agent enters the virtual environment, the perceptors generate a number of beliefs, these might typically include:

- Beliefs about the embodiments that can be adopted, e.g. BELIEF(possibleEmbodiment(Face))
- Beliefs about the embodiment currently adopted, e.g. BELIEF(currentEmbodiment(Face))
- Beliefs about the animations that can currently be executed, e.g. BELIEF(possibleAnimation(eyes, close))
- Beliefs about motion that the agent can make, e.g. BELIEF(allowedMotion(X))
- Beliefs about the avatars current location, e.g. BELIEF(currentLocation(0, 1.4, 0))
- Beliefs about any devices attached to the system, such as a data glove or head mounted display.

In addition the agent is equipped with several actuators. Agents are capable of committing to a number of different actions, including:

- Mutation of the agents form through the adoption of new embodiments.
- Invocation of animation of one of the elements of the current embodiment state.
- Motion within the world, which may or may not have an animation associated with it, depending upon the embodiment.
- Interaction with the user through any interaction modalities (e.g. voice capabilities).
- Migration to another environment altogether.

Based upon these beliefs and commitments the agent can deliberatively control its embodiment. Referring back to the example outlined in figure 5 above, when the agent first adopts the Face embodiment it gains the following beliefs:

BELIEF(possibleEmbodiment(Rocket))
BELIEF(currentEmbodiment(Face))
BELIEF(possibleAnimation(eyes, close))
BELIEF(possibleAnimation(mouth, say))

This means that the agent believes that it has the Face embodiment, that it could also adopt the Rocket embodiment. It also believes that it can animate the eyes with the close animation, and the mouth with the say animation. The agent could now commit to an animation, for instance by committing to the following:

COMMIT(triggerAnimation(eyes, close))

After this commitment, and the animation has completed, the animation state of the eyes element will have changed from eyesopen to eyesclosed. The agents beliefs regarding the possible animations that it can invoke will therefore be updated, and the agent’s beliefs will be:

BELIEF(possibleEmbodiment(Rocket))
BELIEF(currentEmbodiment(Face))
BELIEF(possibleAnimation(eyes, open))
BELIEF(possibleAnimation(mouth, say))

It is important to note that the animation of the various elements within the embodiment is completely independent. The animation of the eyes has no effect upon the mouth and the mouth no effect upon the eyes. It is therefore possible to reason about the animations separately and to invoke animations on different elements simultaneously.

The agent could also commit to changing its embodiment entirely by issuing the following commitment:

COMMIT(adoptEmbodiment(Rocket))

7. Identity

The opportunity for an agent to autonomously change its embodiment freely and easily presents a number of identity problems. If the agents can change it’s form, how can the notion of the agent be maintained in the mind of the user? This is an essential requirement if the user is to empathise with the agent, and to develop a relationship with it. The sense of identity of the agent must be preserved, across all of the possible embodiments that it can adopt, with common visual cues or themes that are identifiable in all embodiment forms.

Designers of the embodiments must take care to maintain the agents sense of self, ensuring that certain factors remain constant across all embodiments. Common colour schemes or particular face markings could be used in order to do this. Non visual factors such as the tone of voice of the agent could also be used. This sense of identity applies not only to virtual environments, but to other platforms that the agents can occupy. Other platforms such as robots or PDA’s could attempt to use the same common features.
8. Case study: scissors-paper-stone

The children’s game of Scissors-Paper-Stone (also known as Rock-Paper-Scissors) is an example of how the agent’s freedom of embodiment can empower it. It also provides an illustration of how such agents can interact with the user.

The game is played by two players. Each simultaneously selects one of scissors, paper or stone, indicating their choice using hand gestures. A flat palm indicates paper, a clenched fist indicates stone and a two fingers indicates scissors. Scissors beats paper as scissors can cut paper and destroy it, stone beats scissors as stone can smash and damage scissors, and paper beats stone as paper can wrap stone. A draw results in a rematch.

In this case one of the players is an agent, which is initially embodied as a face. In this embodiment, the agent is capable of speech generation and synthesis, through the use of IBM Via Voice and the Java Speech API. The user is equipped with a 5DT Data Glove 5. This features sensors for measuring the position of the fingers. Using this glove the user chooses either scissors, paper or stone. The necessary gesture is recognised and interpreted. Simultaneously, the agent randomly selects one of three possible embodiments, corresponding to scissors, paper and stone, in an attempt to beat the user. In this way the real world user can interact with the agent located within the virtual world. The sense of identity of the agent is maintained by the correlation between scissors, paper and stone within the mind of the user.

An example of the agent’s reasoning during a game can be seen in figure 6 (a), (b) and (c). Initially the agent is embodied as a face, as in figure 6 (a), it has beliefs about the possible embodiments of scissors, paper and stone that it may adopt. When the user initialises a game, the agent commits to adopting one of the embodiments, in this case scissors. Once the new embodiment has been adopted, as shown in figure 6 (b), the agent gains beliefs about the possible animations that it can execute. It triggers the animation to open the scissors, this results in a change in the animation state of the scissors, and hence a change in the possible animations, as in figure 6 (c).

After illustrating its choice with the selection of its embodiment, the agent readopts the face embodiment in order to tell the user who won, and to allow the game to be played again.

9. Conclusion

Virtual Agents are much flexible when they are unconstrained by their embodiments. Our vision is of agents free to mutate their embodiments in order to take full advantage of them. However, throughout these embodiments, it is important that the agents maintain a sense of identity.

The Agent Chameleons Architecture for Virtual Environments can help to achieve this. The architecture allows agent full control over their embodiments, allowing them to mutate their forms at will. These changes are fully controlled by the agents deliberative mechanism, and hence the agents and embodiments become fused to form a single agent chameleon. The architecture also allows the agent designer to easily and effectively create and modify the possible embodiments of the agent.
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